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Abstract-We propose a very specifically constrained virtual machine design for goal-directed natural 
language generation based on a refinement of the technique of data-directed control that we have termed 
“description-directed control”. Important psycholinguistic properties of generation follow inescapably from 
the use of this control technique, including: efficient runtimes, bounded lookahead, indelible decisions, 
incremental production of the text, and inescapable adherence to grammaticality. The technique also 
provides a possible xplanation for some well known universal constraints, though this cannot be confirmed 
without further empirical investigation. 
In description-directed control the controlling data structure is the surface-level linguistic description of 
the very text being generated. This constituent structure tree is itself generated epth first by the 
incremental realization of a hierarchical description of the speaker’s communicative goals (neutrally termed 
a “realization specification”) organized according to the scope and importance of its components. The 
process of traversing the surface structure gates and constrains the realization process; all realizations are 
thus subject o the grammatical constraints that accrue to the surface structure at which they occur, as 
defined by the grammatical nnotation of the surface structure tree. 
I, INTRODUCTION: COMPUTATIONAL HYPOTHESES IN A.I. 
In the early stages of Artificial Intelligence research into a new phenomena, we normally do our 
modeling with the most powerful and general purpose computational tools at our disposal. This 
is because we do not yet know what will be required in the processing and need to retain 
maximum flexibility to experiment with variations in our model. Once the phenomena is better 
understood however, we can develop hypotheses about exactly what representations and 
operations on them the process requires. The primitive tools can then be tailored and restricted 
to accommodate just those requirements and no more, transforming the computational rchitec- 
ture from general purpose and powerful to particular and limited. The type of architecture 
adopted-the design of the virtual machine on which the modeling is based-becomes a direct 
manifestation of our hypotheses about the phenomenon under study. 
This tactic, the limitation of primitive algorithms, representations, and operations to just 
those required to support the hypothesized processing and no more, is the strongest means 
available to us within the discipline of Artificial Intelligence for expressing ahypothesis about a 
psychological process. Its precision makes the hypothesis easier to disprove, either through the 
discovery of internal inconsistencies that can no longer be hidden behind vague definitions, or 
by finding ourselves unable to fit pretheoretically expected elaborations of the hypothesis 
within the stipulations of the design. (In this regard a restricted architecture acts as a “safety 
check” while the hypothesized model is being completed, since it makes an inadvertent or 
disguised extension of the system’s computational power impossible because it is impossible to 
formulate.) 
We have seen this methodological pattern at work during this last decade in research on 
natural language parsing. The initial exploratory work of Thorne et al. [l], Winograd[2] and 
Woods[3] was based on tools that could almost implement completely general type zero 
rewriting systems (e.g. augmented transition networks). The information gathering ability and 
possible control paths of these systems were constrained only by the informal conventions of 
the people writing the rules. After experience with these all-powerful systems had been 
accumulated however, we saw some researchers making a shift to a very specific hypotheses 
about the computational requirements of the parsing task, e.g.&71, the core of their hypo- 
theses being the specification of the carefully limited machine on which the parsing process was 
to run. 
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In this paper we will look closely at a virtual machine for goal-directed natural anguage 
generation and consider its implications. The computational hypothesis that this design 
embodies has evolved during the last eight years according to the same sort of progression as 
has taken place in the treatment of parsing: Its first instantations were based on very general 
tools that permitted free and easy modification of the design: it became clear however that the 
full power of the tools was not being used, and, after adjustments to a few of the grammatical 
analyses (interesting in their own right), a far more restricted set of tools was found to perform 
just as well. In addition, the restricted design was found to lead inescapably to behavioral 
properties of the virtual machine with important psycholinguistic consequences, ome of which 
will be discussed at the end of this paper. 
We will begin by defining the role that the hypothesized control structure plays in 
generation. This will entail making certain assumptions which, while appealing, cannot now be 
proven. We will then look at the control structure algorithm and the representation of surface 
structure on which it is based. This will lead to a discussion of the computational constraints 
that the control structure imposes on generation, and to some of their linguistic and psy- 
cholinguistic implications. For concreteness a short example taken from one of the applications 
of the current implementation will be woven throughout the discussion. 
2.THEROLEOFTHECONTROLSTRUCTUREINGENERATION 
What are the actions that take place during language generation? What is it that a control 
structure must organize? This is the most basic question that one can ask about the generation 
process: if we are drastically wrong in our answer (i.e. if people function on some other basis), 
then regardless of how effective the virtual machine may be it will be an improper model for 
people. 
Regrettably there is no direct evidence from psycholinguistic studies that we can bring to 
bear on this question. Deliberate studies aimed for example at determining how work load 
varies during generation[8] or at determining how much advance planning there must be [9] can 
to date yield only indirect evidence, and must be placed in a theoretical framework before they 
can be interpreted. They define phenomena that a successful computational theory must be able 
to account for, but they do not themselves provide the basis for such a theory. Even studies of 
spontaneous peech errors[lO-14]-the richest source of evidence on generation that we 
presently have-can yield hard evidence only about the kinds of data that the generation 
process must be manipulating and not about the process itself. 
In the absence of hard evidence about human processing, one must rely on intuitions 
derived from studies of linguistic competence and from what we know about efficient com- 
putation. This leads us to a set of kernal assumptions, which we make precise by developing 
into a specification of a virtual machine. Space does not permit a discussion of why these 
particular assumptions were adopted (cf.[lS, 16]), nor would any discussion at this point 
convince the skeptical reader since assumptions have the status of postulates and as such are 
difficult to argue about. The enterprise is instead to use them as the basis of a theoretical 
account of generation that is rich enough computationally to make it possible to derive and test 
its empirical consequences and have the assumptions stand or fall accordingly. 
There are three principle assumptions of the present research, each with its corollaries and 
fine points: 
Goal-directed natural language generation is best characterized as a decision-making 
process. This is a matter of point of view and emphasis: it means that the control structure is to 
be concerned with, e.g. what dictates what decisions are to be made, what kinds of things are 
decided upon, what information the decisions are based on and how it is made accessible, or 
what should be the form of the result. Computationally, emphasizing decision-making might be 
contrasted with emphasizing the space of a heuristic search, or the stages of a perceptual 
process, or the adaptive relaxation process that sets an organism’s global state. 
I assume that all decisions either contribute directly to the substance of the text under 
production or constrain it, i.e. the choices to be made are between alternate surface-level 
linguistic forms: alternate words, idioms, sentence structures, rhetorical or intonational effects, 
etc. (N.B. this means that there is no notion of “grammatical derivation” in this theory, in 
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direct contrast with models of production based on transformational generative grammar 
(“TG”) such as Fay’s[l3]. 
All decisions “count”. Every decision that a speaker makes is assumed to contribute to the 
processing effort expended. Consequently if deliberative ffort is to be minimized, then the 
control structure must ensure that every decision is compatible. With every decision adding to 
the text (or imposing constraints on its structure), compatibility becomes equated with gram- 
maticality-all that we know about the elaborate systems of grammatical dependencies in 
natural anguage can be brought over into our study of the generation process. In particular, any 
decision that is made before all of the other decisions on which it is dependent have been made 
runs the risk of selecting a choice that is incompatible with those other decisions, leading either 
to a mistake or to wasteful backup. Under this assumption the order in which decisions are 
made has real consequences and provides a means, albeit indirect, of testing whether the 
dependencies proposed in a given grammar are psychologically real. 
Only a limifed part of the text is planned at a time. The structures that are selected in a 
decisiont are typically greater than one word in length and can involve grammatical relations 
among widely separated parts of the output text. It must therefore be possible to represent 
planned but not yet uttered text and grammatical relations. It must also be possible to represent 
planned but unexecuted decisions as well, since decision-making continues as a text is actually 
being uttered. One can, and in unpracticed conversation usually will, begin a text without 
having totally decided how it will end. Consequently, later decisions may be restricted in the 
choices open to them since the text they select must be grammatically compatible with what has 
already been spoken. The common experience of “talking oneself into a corner”-leaving out 
things we should have mentioned and even making grammatical errors-suggests that we are 
unable to appreciate all of the grammatical consequences of early decisions upon later ones, 
and that we are unable to rescind earlier problematic decisions short of aborting any planned 
but unspoken text and starting over (another way of saying that all decisions count). 
This assumption means that the control structure must support a representation of pending 
decisions and selected but not yet uttered linguistic structures. In doing this however, the 
design must very carefully regulate access to the information that is latent in such a represen- 
tation, and must tie this regulation in with independently justifiable systems such as the 
grammar if phenomena such as “talking oneself into a corner” are to be captured in a non-ad 
hoc way. 
The virtual machine that I shall describe in this paper-based on description-directed 
control-manifests a sharpened version of these assumptions as an inescapable consequence of 
its design, i.e. it cannot behave otherwise. Thus if the assumptions are correct, this virtual 
machine is a prima facie candidate to be the one that people actually use; more precisely, we 
can put this machine forward as transparently functionally isomorphic to the architecture of 
the human language generation process at the computational level (cf. [17]). Methodologically 
there are two kinds of test that must be passed before we can believe such a claim. First, the 
design must be shown to be internally consistent: there must be a successful implementation 
actually exhibiting the posited behaviors, and it must be possible to consistently incorporate 
refinements to the behavior as they become known through empirical study. Second, we must 
look for evidence (presumably indirect) that the functional divisions posited in the virtual 
machine are in fact the ones that people have. This will certainly include considering whether 
the design can account for the classes of speech-errors that people make, and possibly the 
behavior of aphasic patients or the results of cnline psycholinguistic experiments. (N.B. in 
judging whether any such account is satisfactory, it is essential to appreciate that all “con- 
frontations” between competence theories (even computational ones) and observed psy- 
chological data are mediated by a theoretical account of the functional mapping between them 
+To avoid confusion it is important here to distinguish the process of making adecision from what one has decided once 
the decision has been made. I will refer to what is decided upon as the choice, and reserve the term decision for the 
process by which the choice is arrived at Formally such a “decision” is a function which when evaluated in a given 
environment returns a “choice”. Decisions are implemented in the current computer implementation f the generator by 
schematically specifying a decision-tree of predicates to be tested (i.e. a set of nested conditionals). with the alternative 
choices exphcitly given as the decision-tree’s leaves. 
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(i.e. which device in the competence theory is to be responsible for which observed effect), and 
this account must be independently argued for; see [18] for discussion.) 
3. ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE INPUT TO THE GENERATION PROCESS 
The “generation process’ that the virtual machine defines is not assumed to include the 
initial “urge to communicate” that sets the process in motion; its focus is instead on the process 
of deciding the linguistic form of the text and of actually uttering it. The bulk of the decisions 
not connected with form, e.g. when to speak, what information to include and what to leave 
out, or how to organize the presentation on a large scale, are assumed to have preceded the 
initiation of the generation process, and to have resulted in the construction of a specification of 
the speaker’s communicative goals. Such a realization specificationt (abbreviated “r-spec”) 
would include the propositions and references that the audience is to be made aware of, the 
connotations and affective overtones that are to be maintained, any assumptions about what the 
audience already knows or about what kinds of rhetorical tactics work best with them, and 
other things of that sort.* 
Since the actual form of realization specifications within the human mind is not known§ (we 
do not even know whether they would have to exist as explicit entities), the framework makes 
only minimum assumptions about them. Specifically: 
0 A realization specification is a composite structure that is brought ogether for a specific 
communicative situation, 
0 Consequently, the determination of what decisions a particular specification implies can 
not be precomputed; it must instead be uncovered through some kind of recursive decom- 
position of the structure, this process presumably being ordered by the relative importance of 
the individual goals and mental objects involved (for convenience also termed “r-specs”) and 
the relations between them. 
0 At any one moment he total set of atomic relations, objects, properties, etc. from which 
a realization specification can be composed is fixed. The correspondence between each 
available atomic “term” in an r-spec and the possible natural language phrases, syntactic 
relations, etc. that could realize it in context can therefore be known before hand and drawn 
upon as the raw material of the generator. (This formulation would allow for changes in the 
correspondences or the addition of new base terms, but only over time as the use of the 
language changes or as new concepts are learned.) 
To be concrete, let me introduce an actual r-spec from one of the computer programs that 
use this generator. This program and the design behind it are discussed in[20]. The computer 
speaker is a scene-description system written by Jeff Conklin that takes a database of objects 
and spatial relations produced by the UMass VISIONS system analysing a photograph of a 
suburban street scene and plans paragraph of text in English describing the scene. The example 
paragraph in the 1982 paper is: 
“This is a picture of a white house with a fence around it. The door of the house is red, and 
so is the gate of the fence. There is a mailbox across the street in front of the fence, and a 
large tree obscures part of a driveway on the right. It is a cloudy day in summer.” 
tl have elected to coin a functionally descriptive term, “realization specification” (“the specification of what is to be 
realized in the text”), rather than to use a more common term such as “message”, in order to emphasize the interpretive, 
context-sensitive nature of the relationship between an r-spec and the text that results from it. The metaphor of 
“messages” carries with it a notion of generation (and interpretation) as a translation process where the audience 
reconstructs in its mind the very same expression-the “message”-as the speaker starts with. This metaphor is fraught 
with difficulties both practical and philosophical (for discussion see [ 191). and has largely been abandoned in AL research 
in favor of the view of generation as a planning process with plan realization as its last phase. 
*The point of declaring that the planning and construction of such specifications is external to the processing of the 
generator is to avoid any claim that such processing has to use the generator’s control structure. This is a precaution based 
on the fact that while I see good reasons for adopting a very restricted but efficient virtual machine design for orchestrating 
linguistic reasoning, I have no evidence as yet to suggest that the conceptual planning of goals for natural language 
generation is comparably restricted. 
5For computer programs we presume that there is some flexibility in the design of whatever expert program is serving 
as the speaker for this generator and that these assumptions can be met. Without such flexibility, there is no guarantee that 
a generator of this design will perform as desired for an arbitrary expert progam: it cannot make a silk purse from a sow’s 
ear. 
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Let us look at the r-spec that gave rise to the second sentence of that paragraph. (This data 
structure is an LISP list with five embedded lists as indicated by the parentheses and 
indentation. Each of the embedded lists represents and individual “sub-” r-spec which can be 
referred to by the unique symbol at the beginning of the list (e.g. “r-spec2”). The order of the 
embedded r-specs reflects their importance to the composite r-spec as a whole.) 
(r-spccl 
(r-spcct color-of (door-3 rrd)) 
(rqcc3 p:lrt-of (door-3 houseI)) 
(r-spccl cortd~nsc-on-prcpcrl~ (r-spcc2 r-sped red)) 
(r-spcc5 color-of (g:;rtc-4 red)) 
(r-spcc6 part-of (gate-4 fence-2))) 
Fig. I. An example realization specification 
Decision-procedures for realizing the terms in an r-spec. Of equal stature with a speaker’s 
knowledge of their grammar is their knowledge of the correspondence between the terms they 
use in their realization specifications and the linguistic structures that could serve as their 
realizations. This is the “raw material” of the generation process, which itself could be 
characterized as the process of selecting and combining the realizations of r-specs in such a 
way that the grammar of the language is obeyed and the overall goals of the speaker are met. 
I will stipulate that every term in an r-spec is associated with a set of alternative choices of 
linguistic realization plus a decision procedure that selects between them according to con- 
straints that hold at the time the decision is to be made. The relation “color-of” for example 
would have one realization when it functioned as an independent proposition (e.g. “(object) is 
(color)“), and another when it functioned as part of an object’s description (e.g. “(color>(object)” 
or “(object) which is (color)“). The form and internal behavior of these decision procedures is not 
important for the purposes of this paper. Our concern is only with how they interact with the 
rest of the generation process, and in our assumption (number three above) that decision 
procedures are fixed and thus will contribute not more than a predictable, bounded amount of 
effort to the overall process. 
Planning uocabulary. Our research on scene description has set aside the question of 
lexical choice, allowing us to represent he contents of these r-specs as simple relations for 
which the English vocabulary choices are deliberately obvious. (The terms and relation names 
are taken ‘from a simulation of the object-level spatial data base that is the output of the 
VISIONS system’s analysis.) We have instead concentrated our efforts on the design of the 
speaker’s rhetorical planning vocabulary. “R-spec4” is a token of this vocabulary. Its content is 
a rhetorical goal that Conklin has called “condense-on-property”. It represents an observation 
by the planner that two of the objects it wishes to describe share a common salient property, in 
this case their color. Notice that condense-on-property is a relation over other r-specs (r-spec2 
and r-spec5) rather than just objects in VISIONS’ data base. Consequently its realization will 
not result in text, but will impose constraints on the realization of r-spec2 and r-spec5, in this 
case coordinating them and forcing an ordering on their constituents that emphasizes their 
shared color. (That is. it forces the realization to be something like “The door of the house is 
red and so is the gate of the fence”, rather than say “A red door is part of the house. The 
fence has a red gate.“) 
A major part of our on-going research is the formalization of rhetorical effects like 
condense-on-property (others we have looked at include focus, ordering by new vs old 
information, restrictions on the extent of a description, and coordinated emphasis and contrast). 
We believe that rhetorical effects are a key part of a speaker’s planning vocabulary-one which 
we must understand thoroughly if we are to make sense of the structure of human discourses. 
This is because terms at the rhetorical evel can serve the r-spec planner as a compact and 
expeditious model of the lower-level syntactic resourses of the language, simplifying the 
planning process by encapsulating the complexities of syntactic variations into manageable 
packages. thereby reducing what the planner has to know about. Complementary to the 
question of identifying the rhetorical vocabulary is the question of how that vocabulary is 
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realized-by what means is condense-on-property to impose its constraints on r-spec2 and 
r-spec5? This, it turns out, is neatly handled under description-directed control, as we will see 
when we continue this example at the end of the next section. 
With the assumptions laid out, we can now move on to the heart of this paper, the definition 
of description-directed control and its ramifications. One cautionary note before leaping in: 
readers with linguistic training may be skeptical, once they see the workings of this design, that 
it would possibly be able to produce certain basic natural language constructions uch as 
wh-movement or raising to subject. Their concern is appropriate since the design does impose a 
severe bias on the “direction” in which grammatical dependencies can be noticed and acted 
positions within a sentence back to early and high positions might seem to be impossible to 
capture. There is of course a way out, namely to develop new, alternative theories of what the 
speaker-internal sources of these constructions are, adopting sources where the dependencies 
flow in the proper direction. The motivation for alternatives of this sort will be the subject of 
the last section. 
4.DESCRIPTION-DIRECTED CONTROL 
Description-directed control is a special case of data-directed control, where the controlling 
data structure is the evolving description of the final product. In the case of generation we have 
two such descriptions: an abstract description given in the speaker’s planning vocabulary (the 
realization specification), and a much more concrete, linguistic description that is built up from 
the first by successively realizing its components (the surface structure). Both are used to 
control the process, with the linguistic description being most important since it provides the 
primary constraints on realization and organizes the recursive decomposition of the original 
r-spec into its component r-specs so as to match the order in which the text is to be 
incrementally produced. 
We will begin this section by sketching the basics of data-directed control and how it has 
been used in generation; this corresponds to control by the first of our two descriptions, the 
realization specification. The motivation for introducing a level of linguistic description into the 
control structure will then be discussed, and the interleaving of the two descriptions described 
by returning to our example of the house scene. We end the section by giving a careful 
description of the mechanisms of description directed control, elaborating on the concept of 
surface structure as program. 
4.1 Data-directed control 
In a data-directed system there is no fixed program. Instead, the knowledge the system has 
is distributed into many relatively small modules, with the execution order of the modules 
dictated by an external data structure (typically the input to the system) as interpreted by a 
simple controller algorithm. The controller treats the data structure as though it were a program 
in a very high-level language, interpreting the terms and relations that it reads as instructions to 
execute particular system modules. This technique of associating program modules with 
specific terms or cannonical events as interpreted by some controlling algorithm is known as 
procedural attachment, and it lies at the heart of any data-directed system. 
To specify a data-directed system given a specification of the class of data structure that is 
to be in control, one must specify (I) how the structure will be traversed, (2) the mapping 
between terms in the data structure and modules in the system, and (3) the computational 
environment that the modules will be allowed to access-can they for example examine other 
parts of the data structure than those the controller currently “has its fingers on”? Is there an 
independent record of past actions? Where do the modules put the results of their com- 
putations? 
Data-directed control is a natural technique for an interface system such as a natural 
language generator. It permits a flexible and efficient response to a speaker’s pecifications 
which a system based on a fixed program can not match. Several well-known generators besides 
my own have used data-directed control, e.g. [21-231; it is the basis of the technique that 
Mann et a/.[281 in their review have termed “direct translation”. To use direct translation, the 
speaker program selects one of its own internal data structures to be the basis of the text and 
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passes it to the generator to be traversed via recursive descent and rendered into English term 
by term. Such a system might for example answer a “how” question by selecting and passing to 
the generator the internal procedure that actually performed action. Conditionals in the 
procedure might be rendered by “if-then” clauses, test predicates as clauses, and so on, with 
the overall pattern of the text exactly matching that of the internal procedure since the 
procedure served directly as the template that organized the generator’s translation. 
4.2 The need for control by a linguistic description 
In the terminology of this paper, the “modules” that contain a data-directed system’s 
knowledge are (principally) the decision procedures, and the realization specification is the 
input to the system that serves as (part of) the data that directs control. However, the speaker’s 
realization specification does not exhaustively determine all of the decisions that must be made. 
The demands of the language’s grammar must be taken into account, as well as the constraints 
due to any text that has already been produced. This leads us to the special contribution of my 
technique for natural anguage generation, which is otherwise very similar to direct translation. 
This is the design decision to embed the process of realizing the speaker’s pecifications within 
another process-also data-directed-this second, enfolding process being responsible for 
ensuring that the output text is grammatical nd that it includes those details that are important 
because the text is English rather than some other natural anguage. 
The controlling data structure that I have chosen for this second process is the text’s own 
linguistic description. This description is of course the output of the decision procedures as they 
realize the r-specs. It is a tree-structured, surface-level syntactic description, based on the form 
of the text as it will actually be produced rather than as it would look at some more abstract 
linguistic level. (In terms of Chomsky’s most recent formulation[24], the level of this descrip- 
tion corresponds to his “R-structure”, the level at which any optional “stylistic” trans- 
formations that may apply have done so, and which is the input to the phonological com- 
ponent.) Part of what the surface structure does is to define the path of the traversal; it fixes the 
order in which the linguistic “program” that it defines will be executed. This is the function of 
the hierarchical pattern of the nodes and the sequential order of their immediate constituents. 
The other part of what the surface structure does is to define the “content” of this program, this 
being done by the grammatical labels that have been selected to annotate the parts of the tree. 
The form of the surface structure. The surface structure tree is created incrementally from top 
to bottom and from left to right by the realization of successive mbedded r-specs (see next 
section). In the “finished” syntactic trees that we are accustomed to looking at, the nodes specify 
syntactic onstituents and the leaves are the words of the text. Here however we are dealing with 
trees that are “in progress” and whose force in the algorithm is to specify where they can be 
extended and what grammatical constraints they impose on those extensions. Thus while the tree’s 
nodes will always denote constituents, its leaves may all be r-specs in the early parts of the process. 
Later, after the first of those r-specs had been decomposed through the action of several 
successive realizations, that part of the tree will probably have been developed own to the clause 
and NP level and most of its leaves will be words. The surface structure tree is not exceptional in 
form. Nodes are labeled to indicate their categories and other grammatical properties (e.g. 
“clause”. “VP”, “possible-sentence-start”), Nodes by definition have immediate constituents; 
every nonterminal constituent must be a node: legal terminal constituents can be only words or 
r-specs. One significant extension to the usual formalism for tree structure has been made in this 
design. namely that the positions daughter constituents can take with respect o their mother node 
have been reified. These “position objects” are called slots, and are labeled with the terms that 
linguists normally use for grammatical relations between constituents, e.g. “subject”, “object-of- 
a-preposition”, “head”. etc. 
This grammatical “annotation” represented by the labels is very conventional at the 
sentence level and below (reflecting the author’s background in transformational generative 
linguistics and systemic grammar). At the discourse level on the other hand, while it maintains 
the same form. i.e. a strict tree. the relationship of the structure of the tree to the structure of 
the output text is less fixed than at lower levels. For example one sentence in the text might 
actually span several nodes at the discourse level because it was realized from several 
r-specs in sequence. 




. . . 
(r-specl 
(vspec2 color-of (door-3 red)) 
(r-spec3 part-of (door-3 house-l)) 
(r-spec4 condense-on-property (r-spec2 r-specs red)) 
(r-spec5 colo~of (gate-4 red)) 
(~spec6 pareof (gate-4 fence2))) 
Fig. 2. Snapshot after the r-spec arrives at the generator. 
4.3 Embedding r-specs within a syntactic description 
To illustrate how the two descriptions are interleaved, let me return to the example of the 
second sentence of the house scene. The r-spec that led to that text (shown in Fig. 1) was the 
second in a stream of five. By the time it was passed to the generator, the decision that it was to 
be part of a paragraph ad been made and the first r-spec put in place as the paragraph’s first 
constituent and its utterance begun. (We assume that planning and realization are asyncronous.) 
The second r-spec is thus already embedded in a linguistic context, albeit a relatively 
unconstraining one, which we can diagram as shown below in Fig. 2. In this style of diagram. 
syntactic nodes are shown as trapezoids labeled on top. by their category and with their 
positions for constituents running along the bottom as functional abels enclosed in brackets. 
(Only the second constituent position (“slot”) with the r-spec is shown. The first slot at this 
point contains the complete surface structure tree corresponding to the first sentence: following 
slots as needed will contain the succeeding r-specs as the planner constructs them and passes 
them over.) 
As will be discussed in detail later, the generation process is directed by a depth-first 
traversal of the surface structure tree: words are spoken as soon as they are reached, and the 
grammatical labels on the tree are interpreted for the constraints and low-level grammatical 
actions that they imply. As the second constituent of the paragraph, the r-spec is now also a 
part of the surface structure-a planned realization decision waiting to be made once the 
traversal reaches its position. Let us say that that position has just been reached, the first 
sentence having just been uttered. All r-specs are realized according to the same schematic 
procedure, which can be summarized as follows. (Details can be found in[ IS] or in[ 161.) 
The Realization Procedure 
0 Every realization specification is either a single, composite structure or with a loosely 
related set of other r-specs as in the present example. In both cases the r-spec is passed to its 
associated ecision-procedure which will either be one that is specific to that kind of composite 
or be a very general procedure that will try to find a realizable unifying linguistic relation among 
the r-specs of the set, and realize the other r-specs in terms of it. 
0 All decision-procedures that realize r-specs are organized in the same way. Formally 
they are functions from r-specs to surface structure. (Except for minor grammatical djustment 
rules, they are the only source of syntactic relations and content words.) They have two parts: 
a set of predetermined choices (see below) and a set of tests (the actual “decision procedure”) 
which are organized into a tree with the choices at its leaves. They are always preconstructed 
rather than being the result of a dynamic planning process. They may (and typically do) 
anticipate dynamic contingencies by incorporating context-sensitive tests within their con- 
ditions, however they are selected-associated with the appropriate classes of r-specs-on a 
strictly context-free basis that is computed locally to the individual r-spec. 
0 The output of one of these decision-procedures will always be a choice selected from 
among its predetermined set of alternatives. A choice is a minimal, schematic description of 
some linguistic structure. The structure may be of any size from an entire paragraph to a single 
word, and may contain any amount of detail from a completely “canned” phrase to just a 
constraint on later-realized r-specs, for example that one particular part of the r-spec under 
realization is to precede another in the text. 
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0 When a choice is selected, it is “instantiated”, and a well-formed subtree is constructed 
to meet the schematic description. A choice may be parameterized, i.e. some of the constituents 
it specifies may be given as variables that are filled on instantiation with selected sub- 
components of the original r-spec. 
The result of realizing our example r-spec is thus to cause a new fragment of the surface 
structure of the text to be created and then installed in the r-spec’s place as the paragraph’s 
second constituent. This is how the surface structure grows: via the replacement of r-specs by 
the surface structures that realize them. The new surface structure typically incorporates other 
r-specs that were components of the original; these are reached and realized in turn as the 
traversal process continues, the whole procedure exactly matching the intended recursive 
decomposition of the original r-spec. 
Figure 3 shows the relevant section of the surface structure just after the example r-spec 
has been realized and replaced. The example was a sef of r-specs, and as sketched above, its 
realization was performed by looking for a unifying linguistic relation (in this case the rhetorical 
goal “condense-on-property”) and basing the realization just on it. In the computer program 
there were two choices available to the decision procedure for condense-on-property: he first 
was to merge the subjects of the relations (e.g. “Both the door of the house and gate of the 
fence are red”), and the second is to use some form of what in the TG tradition is known as 
“verb phrase deletion” (e.g. “The door of the house is red and so is the gate of the fence.“). 
The second is chosen because a “standing order”? concerning the proper style of a scene 
description has not been overridden. This standing order is to avoid constructions that make the 
“chaining” of discourse topics difficult. The selected sentence, because it ends mentioning the 
fence, can be coherently followed by a subsequent sentence laborating on the fence’s other 
properties. The blocked sentence on the other hand ends by emphasizing the color “red” and 
has bunched the scene objects up in the subject, making it awkward to continue describing 
them4 
The conjunction node, the “modifies” relations appended to the two embedded r-specs, and 
the special “VP-deletion” label on the conjunction’s econd slot are all reflexes of the decision 
to realize condense-on-property using a form of verb phrase deletion. Decision procedures are 
forbidden from looking ahead to anticipate the effects of later embedded realizations to expand 
several evels of an r-spec at once (as would have been required if the textual effects of verb 
phrase deletion were to have been produced at the very moment he decision to use it was 
made). Instead, the decision procedures are given the ability to specially mark the surface 
structure that they do produce with special abels whose effect will be to bring about the desired 
effects when the relevant part of the tree is reached by the traversal. Such annotations are 
coniunction 
14 [c2 vp-deletion] 
(r-spec3 color-of(door-3 red) (r-sped color-of&ate-4 red) 
I i 
(modifies door-3 rspec4) (modifies gate-4 r-spec7) 
Fig. 3. Snapshot after realizing the initial r-spec. 
+The idea behind the notion of a “standing order” is that the planner should be able to impose constraints on what is 
said which will apply universally (unless pecifically overridden) and thus not need to be thought about while constructing 
each and every r-spec. Standing orders are effectrvely default components of every r-spec, which for convenience are 
instead incorporated directly into the decision-procedures. 
WAS it happens. the next sentence in this paragraph does not continue to chain on the fence but instead changes the topic 
completely and talks about the mailbox. This is not a mistake: it is rather a reflection of the fact that the planner’s 
deliberations as it constructs a realization specification are very local. The planner had not looked ahead to the third 
sentence before it sent off the r-spec for the second: as far as it knew. the third sentence might have been more about he 
fence and the standing order thus to the point. Even though it turns out that the third sentence starts an entirely nen 
discourse unit (signalled by the “there is” construction). the use of verb phrase deletion did not do any harm. If it had. we 
would have had evidence that the scope of the planner’s deliberations was too narrow. 
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another way in which the needs of the generation process have introduced variations in the 
form of surface structure from what linguists are accustomed to. 
4.4 Traversing the surface structure: syntactic trees as programs 
Given what has been said about the organization of data-directed systems, the explanation 
of how a text’s surface structure is used to control its generation should include a specification 
of how the surface structure is traversed, aspecification of the kind of “modules” that there are 
and how the terms in the surface structure map to them, and finally a specification of the overall 
computational environment to which the modules have access; these are the subject of the rest 
of this section. The specifications that will be given are not the only ones that one could imagine 
given only the notion of a surface structure tree as a controlling representation. They reflect 
additional design constraints that are intended (1) to enforce a very strict constraint on the rate 
at’which the generation process proceeds, and (2) to support a minimalist position on the 
amount of information that is required moment o moment o support linguistic decisions. We 
will take up these issues after the fundamentals of the traversal’s operation have been 
established. 
The traversal algorithm. The surface structure tree is traversed in the classic depth-first 
pattern, i.e. top-down and left-to-right starting from its root-node. The traversal is performed by 
a trivia! skeleton algorithm that spends the bulk of its time dispatching to the procedures 
attached to the grammatical labels (see below). Its only other important function is to define 
what happens to the contents of each slot as it is reached: 
0 If the slot contains a word then it is a leaf and the traversal will return back up the tree. 
The word is passed to a morphological routine for specialization according to the labels on its 
slot; thense it is passed to the output stream (i.e. it is “spoken”). 
0 If the slot contains a syntactic node then it is a nonterminal and the traversal continues 
down into that subtree. 
l If the slot contains a realization specification then it is (for the moment) aleaf. The r-spec 
is passed to the decision-procedure to which it maps for realization. This process will return 
either a node or a word which is then knit into the tree in the r-spec’s place and the 
dispatch-on-contents process done again. 
Attached grammatical procedures. The key to the data-directed use of the tree is the 
definition of reference “events” within the traversal. These events provide the same kind of 
“hooks” -points at which to attach procedures-as are provided in many knowledge represen- 
tation systems by the operations that add or remove assertions from the data base. Just as we 
can have “if-added” or “if-removed” procedures that are associated with the patterns of 
assertions in a knowledge base, we here have procedures associated with the grammatical labels 
that annotate the surface structure and have them triggered by the occurrence of well-defined 
events in the traversal. Five such events have been found to be important: 
(1) Entering a node from above, having traversed all of the tree above it and to its left. 
(2) Leaving a node from below, having traversed all of its constituents. 
(3) Entering a slot, having traversed al! of its sister constituents to its left. 
(4) Leauing a slot, having just traversed the constituent (or word) that it contains. 
(5) After realizing a r-spec when the subtree that was chosen for it has been constructed 
and just been knit into the tree (in the r-spec’s place), but not yet traversed. Since embedded 
r-specs appear only as the contents of slots, procedures associated with this “After-realization” 
event are attached only to slot-annotating labels. 
Attached grammatical procedures perform several kinds of functions. A major one is to 
provide the staging grounds for decisions that the grammar equires but that the speaker’s 
specifications do not provide for. Relative pronouns and complementizers are a clear case in 
point: The fact that one must include the word “that” in a phrase like “the report that the 
island’s sovereignty had changed” is a fact about the English language and not about the 
information that has to be conveyed. Consequently one wants the decision to say “that” (or to 
decide between “that” and “which”, or to decide whether to leave it out when it is optional) to 
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be incorporated as an action of the grammar independent of the speaker’s pecifications. That is 
done by making the “relative pronoun decision” part of a procedure associated with the label 
that marks post-nominal NP constituents, identifying it with the “enter-slot” event in the 
transition algorithm so that the decision is made and the pronoun said (or not) just after the 
head of the NP is said (the “head” being the previous constituent), and before any of the 
relative clause is said. 
Uninteresting but necessary matters such as putting commas after the items of a con- 
junction or periods at the end of sentences are readily implemented by making them part of 
procedures attached to the labels that identify those subtrees as such in the surface structure. 
The “of” of the genitive or the “to” of the infinitive are done similarly. In a description-directed 
system, such lexical or morphological correlates of syntactic constructions are efficiently and 
economically incorporated into the process since the fact that they are “piggybacked” onto the 
very labels that define the constructions means that they will automatically be incorporated 
when their constructions are used and will never be thought about when they are not. 
The grammatical operation of subject-verb agreement brings up another, very important 
function of the attached procedures: the maintenance of pointers to grammatically significant 
parts of the surface structure tree. The English rule that subject and (tensed) verb must agree in 
person and number is understood in generation as a constraint of the form of the verb rather 
than of the subject. That is, we presume that a speaker does not first decide that the verb 
should be, say, second person singular and then select a subject to match! The rule is manifest 
as a trivial decision procedure, positioned within the morphology routine, that is activated 
whenever the morphology routine is passed a word that is identified as the first word of a tensed 
verb group (the identification having been set up by the action of earlier labels). In order to 
select a form of the verb that matches the subject in person and number, this decision 
procedure clearly needs to be able to identify and query the subject constituent, which it does 
by accessing a pointer to it that was set by the action of a procedure attached to the label 
“subject” and that has been maintained in the computational environment ever since. (Such a 
pointer is implemented in the computer program as a global variable of a given name and is 
incorporated into the body of the decision-maker on that basis.) 
The human grammar writer is permitted to declare pointers freely and to have attached 
procedures assign them to whatever structures in the tree that the procedures can access 
(typically just the contents of the current slot if done at an “enter-slot” or “leave-slot” event, or 
the current node if at an “enter-node” or “leave-node” event; the “after-realization” event can 
access both the r-spec the current slot originally contained and the new node that replaces it). 
The pointers are recursive, permitting them to be assigned relative to the current grammatical 
context and then reassigned (with the former values saved) when the traversal recursively 
enters another grammatical unit of the same sort. For example one would have the value of the 
pointer to the “current-subject” rebound when the traversal enters an embedded clause, and 
then have it restored to its former value when the traversal finishes the embedding and returns 
to the original clause. 
4.5 Constraining decisions: the rest of the example 
As the purpose of this paper is to illustrate a control structure rather than to explore 
possibly controversial linguistic analyses, I will not dwell on this example more than necessary. 
We left it at the point of the snapshot in Fig. 3 taken just after the initial r-spec had been 
realized. This corresponds to the third condition of the traversal algorithm (beginning of 
previous section), and the next step is to continue the traversal down into the conjunction and 
then to the r-spec embedded as its first constituent, i.e. “(r-spec2 color-of(door-3 red))“. 
Realizing it gives us its next level of terms embedded in a predicate adjective clause, essentially 
“[(door-3)--(modifies door-3 r-spec3)] is (red)“. 
As already discussed, lexicalization in this task domain is deliberately trivial: all of the 
properties of an object that are to go into its description are given explicitly in the r-spec, and 
the decision as to what determiner to use has been simplified to just “the” for already 
mentioned objects. and “a” for when they are introduced. The realization of the first con- 
stituent hus goes very simply; the embedded r-spec “r-spec3” (i.e. “part-of(door-3 house-l)“) 
is realized as genitive construction because of its function as a modifier. 
Once the completed first noun phrase is traversed (causing the words “the door of the house” 
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$dK!n SO far: Kke door o/the house isreti and // 
Fig. 4. Snapshot just before VP-deletion. 
to be spoken), the traversal moves back up the tree and on into the verb phrase. When its 
traversal is complete the surface structure looks as shown in the snapshot in Fig. 4. 
At this point there are two strong sources of constraint on the realization of “r-specSi: the 
fact that it is in a conjunction, and the fact that it (or rather its slot-the effect is the same) has 
been marked to undergo VP-deletion. As another standing order on text style, we have decided 
that all of the clauses of a conjunction should employ parallel constructions. This is translated 
for purposes of generation into the constraint hat all decisions made in later clauses should 
automatically make the same choice as was made in the first. Thus decision processes for the 
second instance of the “color-of” relation will be pre-empted: Color-of will automatically be 
realized as a predicate adjective clause, and the second “part-of” will automatically come out 
as a genitive. 
The force of the directive to perform VP-deletion is to transform the selected predicate 
adjective construction into either a “predicate-preposed” form where the repeated predicate 
can pronominalized as “do so” (e.g. “The casualties were heavy and so were the material 
losses.“), or to keep the order the same and add an adverb such as “too” or “also” (“. . , and the 
material osses were too.“). Here again the stylistic standing order applies and selects the 
predicate-preposed form preferentially. (Actually it does not do a “selection”, rather it filters 
out the other choice. Since it is only a stylistic heuristic, it cannot be allowed to block all 
alternatives, thus if the “too” form had been the only one possible no filtering would have been 
done .) 
The rest of the traversal proceeds the same way as the traversal of the first conjunct had 
gone. The actual mechanism of the verb phrase deletion is to first invoke a transformation (so 
to speak) to cause the “color-of” relation to be realized in copula-shifted order (i.e. “(red) is 
(gate-4)“) and then to “pronominalize” the predicate-adjective asthe word “so”. 
5. IMPLICATIONS OF THE ALGORITHM 
Regardless of how effective a computational system may be, success as an abstract system 
does not automatically imply success as a psychological theory. The latter can only be accessed 
by projecting the behavior of the system onto observed human behavior and attempting to 
formulate a coherent accounting of it with predictive consequences. Section 5.1 of this section 
introduces the key computational constraints that the design imposes on the generator’s 
behavior. Since the design itself does not specify what the grammar and pragmatic decision- 
criteria are to be, only how they can be used within the process, these constraints are likely to 
be the key points of leverage in eliciting predictions. Section 5.2 lays out the most immediate 
matches between the behavior of the system and of humans, while 5.3 discusses alternative 
ways to analyse certain linguistic phenomena that might otherwise be problematic. Section 5.4 
looks at the status of the traditional notion of constraints in transformational generative 
grammars and suggests that the phenomena these capture would be more satisfactorally 
accounted for by looking to the computational properties of the processor. Section 5.5 carries 
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this further by examining some actual human speech errors and considering how they might 
have arisen. 
5.1 Computational constraints 
The use of pointers to positions of interest within the surface structure tree alludes to several 
constraints imposed by the generator’s computational environment that have been implied by 
the discussion so far but not made explicit: 
0 No computations of any sort take place in the generator except those that are directed by 
the actions of the traversal algorithm. 
0 Computations are therefore local to a single location in the tree at a time. 
0 No parts of the tree other than the present location of the traversal are accessible to a 
decision-maker (except for those expressly pointed to). In particular, there are deliberately no 
provisions for operations that could “walk” through the tree looking for arbitrary landmarks or 
patterns (One cannot, for example, have a grammatical rule that refers to “the subject of the 
clause two embeddings up and one back from the present position”). 
These constraints follow directly and inescapably from the data-directed basis of the 
generator. They act to guarantee two very attractive run-time properties, namely that the 
algorithm is “on-line”, and executes in linear time at a constant (bounded) rate. 
On-line transduction. Formally the algorithm can be viewed as two cascaded transducers, a
realization process converting realization specifications couched in the speaker’s internal 
representation i to a surface structure tree, and a traversal process “converting” that tree (with 
words at its leaves) into a text. An “on-line” transducer is one that converts the current token 
in its input stream completely into tokens of the output stream before moving on to the next 
input token. An on-line transducer thus faithfully reflects the ordering of its input stream in its 
output. and does not accumulate unconverted parts of its input. This definition must be 
complicated somewhat to accommodate he fact that the input r-specs and output subtrees of the 
realization process are both nested structures: however since the transduction preserves proper 
nesting, there is no problem. 
Linear time/constant bounded rate. The linearity of the algorithm and its bounded rate are 
guaranteed by the fact that the second transducer-the one from the surface structure to the 
output text-is the one that dictates the overall flow of control. Since control is based on a 
one-pass traversal of an acyclic tree, the process is guaranteed to be linear in the number of 
nodes (i.e. each node and each slot will be entered and left only once). Since the only sources of 
subtrees in the surface structure is the realization of successive r-specs as they are “exposed” 
in the recursive decomposition of the speaker’s original r-spec, the number of nodes in a given 
surface structure will be dictated by the number of embedded r-specs that are realized. The 
side of the subtree that results from any one realization is fixed in advance, and thus can be no 
larger than some bound determined by the available choices. (Recall that all choices are 
precomputed-realization is basically just a process of filtering out ungrammatical choices and 
selecting from what is left.) Overall then, we can establish that no more than a bounded number 
of nodes will have to be traversed per element in the initial composite r-spec. Therefore given 
the completely data-directed nature of the computation, there can be no more than a bounded 
number of operations per input element, or, for that matter, per word of output text. 
To insure that the linear time-bounded rate-constraint is adhered to, one must guarantee 
that none of the modules that are dispatched to are capable of performing operations that could 
potentially require processing time proportional to the length of one of controlling data- 
structures. Prohibiting predicates that can perform tree-walking operations (or that can perform 
arbitrary scans of the realization specifications) is a key part of this guarantee. Maintaining a 
fixed set of pointers. on the other hand. does not perturb the constraint at all, since they are set 
only when the traversal is directly on top of the place of interest. 
5.2 A natural match \tith human phenomenology 
These purely computational properties of description-directed control in generation lend 
themselves to a very attractive phenominological interpretation-a “match” with the way that 
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the generation process appears to us as human beings that should be exploitable as a point of 
leverage in formal psycholinguistic experiments. 
Incremental production. Since each word is spoken as soon as the traversal reaches it at a 
leaf of the tree, texts are produced in their natural order and in increments that correspond to 
the size of the units (the input r-specs) by which they were planned conceptually. 
Indelibility. Once this generator has spoken a word, it cannot take it back; once it has 
decided to use a certain construction and made it part of the surface structure, it cannot change 
its mind short of aborting the entire process and starting over. This “indelibility” of the output 
text and grammatical context is again an inescapable consequence of the use of description- 
directed control. 
Limited lookahead. Since embedded realization specifications are never elaborated before 
the point in the text where they are to appear has been reached by the traversal, decision- 
makers never can have more than a sketchy notion of what decisions will happen after theirs. 
In the tree behind the current position of the traversal, all structures are described in an entirely 
linguistic vocabulary and the grammar writer may arrange to have the system remember 
(through pointers) any class of information that they wish. In front of the current position 
however, the specificity of the linguistic plans in place so far becomes increasingly vague since 
none of their details have been decided yet. This is suggestive of the common experience that 
people have of starting to speak without knowing how they will finish beyond knowing that they 
will try and speak about such and such a relation or make a certain reference. 
Enforced grammaticality. Though not discussed in this paper, the labels on the surface 
structure also serve to define “filters” that restrict the choices available for realizing an r-spec 
to just those that are grammatical in the context defined by its position in the tree. (Details can 
be found in[15]). For example when an r-spec whose a priori choices include realization 
both as an adjective and as a predicate adjective (e.g. both “the X is red” and “the red X”) has 
been embedded in the surface structure at a position that permits only the adjective form, then 
the labels on that position will act to suppress the predicate adjective choice, leaving the 
r-spec’s decision procedure to decide only between variations on the adjective choice. 
The effect of this kind of filtering action is to insure that the output text will be grammatical 
regardless of the organization of the original specification. We have always presumed that the 
original r-spec was deliberately planned and constructed; we can make the further assumption 
that the speaker has so structured the r-spec that its most important components will be 
realized first. This means that since grammatical constraints are minimal at the beginning of a 
text but built up as the traversal goes further along or become more deeply embedded, itwill be 
the least important (or last thought of) components of the r-spec that will be most in danger of 
being omitted from the text for grammatical reasons-exactly our experience as human 
speakers. 
5.3 The direction of grammatical dependencies 
The fact that this generator is based on a description-directed control technique with its 
attendant constraints on the computational environment has the effect of imposing a discipline 
on the analyses of the human grammar writer that forces significant departures from those 
commonly seen. Some of this may just involve alternatives in methodology, but some may 
indicate substantive ontological differences in what the nature of grammar is taken to be that 
should be ammenable to psycholinguistic tests. 
Natural anguage constructions involve syntactic dependences between their parts that must 
be captured by the grammar that is written for the generator. The usual way of expressing these 
rules in the past, at least for main-stream American linguistics, has involved the use of a 
procedural calculus-transformational generative grammar-in which the relationship between 
surface texts and their corresponding semantic representations are “derived” by a cyclic, 
bottom-up process from schematic syntactic base structures. As a result, some of the gram- 
matical dependencies most significant for linguistic theory are couched in terms of procedural 
analyses that are completely the reverse of those required for a psychologically plausible 
generator that is actually to be used by a speaker. Examples of such dependencies include the 
relation between the WH word and its “gap” in questions or relative clauses. the relation 
between subject noun phrases and the deep case structure of the complements of so-called 
“raising verbs” such as “expect” or “seems”, or generally speaking any grammatical depen- 
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dency where a marked feature high and to the left in a text apparently depends upon 
circumstances that are only manifest lower and to its right. 
The effect in the present design of adopting a depth-first raversal pattern on the emerging 
surface structure tree is to impose an inescapable bias on the flow of information, grammatical 
or otherwise, within it. Those parts of the surface structure that are high and to the left are 
constructed first: decisions made there impose constraints on all decisions made later in the tree 
down and to the right. For the bulk of the grammatical dependencies in English, this is exactly 
the right direction: pronouns depend upon their antecedents; extraposition and heavy-phrase 
shift “move” their phrases to the right: the various kinds of conjunction-reduction occur only 
after the first conjunct has appeared: subjects precede their verbs. 
The cases of dependencies that apparently move “against he current” so to speak are 
undeniable however, and to deal with them this generator must impose certain conventions on 
the way that speakers organize their realization specifications if the computational constraints 
of the description-directed control structure are to be preserved. The control structure does not 
allow the generator to “hold off” on a grammatical decision while it extends the surface 
structure down and to the right in order to find out some critical later decision is going to turn 
out-such an operation cannot possibly be formulated in this generator. Instead, the speaker 
must provide the requisite information as part of its r-spec. In[16], I refer to this as the 
constraint-proceeds stipulation. It is a prediction that must be borne out by independent 
examination of human r-spec’s if the present virtual machine is to prove valid. 
The use of a description-directed generator encourages planning by the speaker as the way 
to achieve the most effective texts. There are no restrictions in the design on the passing down 
of linguistic information that has been determined by an early decision-maker; consequently, if 
speakers plan their use of marked linguistic constructions and signal them explicitly at the 
appropriate points in their realization specifications, then linguistically “redundant” information 
can be provided to dependencies top-down to make up for information down and to the right 
would otherwise not be available until it was too late to use it. 
WH-movement is a clear case in point. Under the generative grammar analysis, questions 
are derived from specifically marked D-structures by a process of transformationally moving a 
WH-word (e.g. “who”, “what”, “ why”, etc.) up to the front of the sentence from the position it 
would have held in the declarative version of the same sentence, leaving a “gap”. This analysis 
“captures” the generalization that the form of the WH-word is dictated by the position of the 
gap.t In the analysis for generation, on the other hand, questions arise from r-specs that begin 
with the internal representation of the questioned element (the source of the WH-word) and 
that of the body of the question (a lambda abstraction), both at the same level. No motion 
within the constituent structure is required since the WH-word is available from the start. (The 
gap is created by what amounts to a form of pronominalization atthe point when the recurrence 
of the questioned element is reached during the traversal of the question matrix.) By adopting 
this alternative analysis of the “source” for questions and other WH constructions, we are 
making the assumption that in deciding to use a question a speaker already knows three items 
before starting to speak: (1) what is going to be questioned, (2) how the question will be framed 
(the source of the body). and (3) how the question relates to that frame (information from which 
to make a decision like “who” vs “whom”). This does not seem unreasonable: indeed, it is hard 
to imagine how it could be otherwise. 
This example of questions points to a methodology for dealing with natural language 
constructions whose dependencies appear to go in the wrong direction. First we must ask why a 
speaker would want to use the construction: is there some special rhetorical effect that it 
achieves? a special emphasis? a special stylistic pattern in the text? Asking this question is a 
critical step since one cannot formulate a grammatical analysis for a generator without first 
deciding what the non-linguistic source of the analyzed construction is, e.g. an apparently minor 
change in the information in the realization specification can make an enormous difference in 
how the construction must be analyzed linguistically. If the construction is one that is 
iconsider the use of “who” vs “whom”. “Who” is used when the questioned item would have been a subject or direct 
object (as in “Who did the islander’s think _ should have soverignty?“). while “whom” is used when the item would 
have been the object of a preposition (“For whom was the loss more important?“). This phenomena is very weak in 
English. but in languages with strong case markings such as Russian or Finnish. the question word must match the 
grammatical properties of the position of the gap in every respect. 
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“marked” (i.e. realizes a rhetorical goal that a speaker might plan for in a realization 
specification), then we can reanalyze right-to-left linguistic dependencies as top-down depen- 
dencies, by arranging that speakers place the goal that triggers the construction sufficiently 
early in the r-spec that the text of the construction has not yet been started when that goal is 
considered. This will give the decision-makers sufficient “warning” that they will not inad- 
vertently select realizations that would make the construction impossible. 
Consider how we would use this methodology to analyze the tough-movement construction, 
one that would be impossible for the generator under its usual analysis. (“Tough-movement” is 
what is said to have happened in the grammatical derivation of a sentence like “Economics is 
tough for John to study”.) Step one is to ask why a speaker would ever want to use it; or better, 
why they would want to use tough-movement in favor of the other two alternatives usually 
included in that paradigm, i.e. the extraposed form “It’s tough for John to study economics”, 
and the (putatively) unmarked case “For John to study economics is tough”. One very 
comfortable answer for why to use it would be “in order to focus on ‘economics”‘. That being 
the case, then if that goal is ordered in the speaker’s r-spec before the goal to express the 
proposition “tough(study(John,economics))“, the required top-down information flow of the 
re-analysis can be carried forward (see [151 for details). 
5.4 Alternatives to stipulated constraints 
One of the most important hypotheses one can make in linguistic theory is to propose a 
universal constraint. Such constraints apply “across the board”, controlling the actions of all 
individual rules and thereby simplifying their statement. Early constraints, such as those 
proposed by Ross[26], proposed limitations on the structural descriptions (i.e. constituent trees) 
to which transformations could be applied. His “complex noun phrase constraint” for example 
stated that no transformation was permitted to move a constituent from inside a relative clause 
to outside. This for instance blocks the “extraction” that would lead to the ungrammatical 
question: “What treasure did Sigfried kill the dragon that guarded?“. 
For all its comprehensiveness however, a stipulated constraint is just that, stipulated. One 
has no explanation of why the grammar of a natural anguage should include it, other than that 
it is necessary if the grammar is to generate only grammatical sentences-a conclusion that 
does not sit well with many computational linguists. Marcus’s treatment of syntactic parsing 
with a computationally restricted virtual machine[5] demonstrated how the restrictions on his 
machine lead inescapably to behavior that satisfied certain universal constraints that had been 
stipulated for competence grammars (i.e. Chomsky’s “specified subject” and “tensed-S” 
constraints[25]). The same kind of demonstration can be made with this description-directed 
treatment of language generation. 
Note however that nothing is necessarily “proved” by such demonstrations in and of 
themselves. They establish that if such and such a virtual machine were in use then the 
behavior captured by the constraint would occur without the need for any stipulation in the 
grammar that the virtual machine mploys. There still remains the problem of establishing that 
said virtual machine is actually functionally issomorphic to the one that people use-a 
demonstration that is not yet possible given the indirect nature of the available vidence. 
With the grammar and realization procedures used in the present computer implementation, 
this generator appears to have non-stipulative xplanations for at least the following con- 
straints: the A-over-A principle, complex-NP and prohibited extractions from islands generally, 
right-node raising, and the “that-deletion” filter of [27]. However, rather than extend this paper 
to several times its present length by presenting detailed arguments in support of that claim 
(some appear in [15], the rest will appear in [291), I prefer to end here with a discussion of how I 
believe the question of “constraints” should be approached by those who would study natural 
language generation. Detailed arguments will always be contingent on what grammatical 
analyses one believes in and on “boot-strapped” assumptions about the form and content of the 
speaker’s internal sources, neither of which can be taken to any firm conclusions until 
considerably more empirical work has been done on the processes involved in language use 
rather than just on the description of language competence. 
5.5 Constraints: what do people actually do? 
People violate grammatical constraints regularly. The frequency is low-perhaps one or two 
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occurrences per day among the people I regularly listen to-nevertheless violations occur often 
enough that one can characterize what happens and try to make hypotheses about it. Consider 
the following actually occurring texts: (These were written down immediately after they 
occurred and checked for veracity against what the speaker emembered having said.) 
[Said in reference to the speaker’s cluttered bedroom] 
“There are all sorts of assorted things here that should be found a place for.” 
[Said about a roadmap that had a poor index] 
“It’s not a map that you can use to find a street that you don’t &now where it is.” 
[Said while trying to coordinate vacations] 
“I wonder if we could find an expedition that we would both be interested in and the leader 
would both be interested in us.” 
The first text is strange because the speaker has “passivized” a verb which does not allow it, 
i.e. “find a place for”. The second is strange because it violates Ross’s Complex NP Constraint: 
the NP “a street” has been modified with a relative clause in which “street” occurs in a place 
where it is not legal to leave a gap and a resumptive pronoun has been used instead. The third 
has arranged for a parallelism in the placement of the word “both” while ignoring the fact that 
the word can not be used in its intended meaning when in that position in the second conjunct 
(i.e. the text should have been “. . . interested in both of us”). 
The most important hing about these texts is that the speakers did not stop when faced 
with a violated constraint. In a generative grammar, constraints act to block illegal derivations; 
in actual use however, these “illegal” texts are produced in spite of the constraint and with the 
same fluency and intonation as normal texts. The speaker is typically very aware of having said 
something strange and may well immediately say the text over again correctly formed, but the 
original ill-formed text does appear-the grammar is not an all or nothing filter. 
The story that such texts suggest o me revolves around failures in planning: speakers have a 
very strong ordering on their communicative goals but they have neither the time, nor perhaps 
the ability, to evaluate the linguistic consequences of all of their goals taken together. They 
begin their text as though there was not going to be any problem and only afterwards find that 
their later r-specs cannot be realized properly in the linguistic context that their earlier r-specs 
have established. At this point human speakers do not go catatonic. They have already planned 
the text that would follow (or rather positioned the r-specs it derives from and made some 
decisions about its linguistic character), and thus they have the option of continuing. The 
grammar will in fact support hem as they continue, making the best of a bad situation, because 
the grammar is nof a censor but a mediator-it shapes what is said but does not dictate it. 
In the production of the second text about finding streets on the badly indexed map (one of 
my own errors), the goal was first to characterize the map and second to say about it that you 
couldn’t use it to find a street if you didn’t already know where the street was. The first goal led 
to the use of extraposition (“It’s not a map that.. . “); the second was fundamentally a fact 
about streets and the difficulty of finding them, hence its realization as a complex NP centered 
on “a street”. Only at the last minute did I become aware of the grammatical bind in which I 
had placed myself, and, being among friends, I decided to complete my sentence and assume 
that they could figure it out rather than stop and restructure the whole utterance. 
This grammatical “horizon effect” has a natural explanation in the context of description- 
directed generation. The meaning of a grammatical constraint is to force a selection between 
alternative realizations: one uses the legal form and does not consider its illegal alternative. 
However, this action can occur only if the linguistic parameters required to recognize that the 
constraint applies are available at the time that the two alternatives must be decided between. 
When a violation occurs, it is because one or more of the needed parameters was unknown 
when the choice-point was reached, e.g. the choice required knowing how a r-spec embedded 
further on in the tree was going to be realized. The speaker assumes that everything will work 
out correctly, but is unable to actually prove it because of limitations in the kinds of 
information that can be acquired about an r-spec’s realization without actually producing it. 
When the realization eventually occurred. it turns out to be “out of phase” with the actual 
grammatical environment: he grammatical procedures attached to that environment are unable 
to perform their usual functions; and the resulting text “violates” the constraint. 
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6. CONCLUSION: PROPERTIES OF THE VIRTUAL M.iCHINE 
As this is a concepts paper rather than a technical report, it would be inappropriate here to 
develop the background necessary for presenting a forma1 specification of the virtual machine: 
there is not yet anything resembling a universal notation or universally understood set of 
primitives that could be appealed to in representing the definitions. Let me instead attempt o 
present he key ideas in prose, leaving the compact+ symbolic definition to [29]. 
Surface structures as processes 
The key concept of this design is that the surface structure selected for the text defines the 
steps to be taken in producing it. The node pattern of the surface structure defines the order of 
the steps, and its grammatical labels define the constraints that are to be imposed on any 
embedded ecisions. As a computational object, the surface structure is all action and no 
representation: i.e. it defines the processing that takes place but does not itself need to be 
examined. This means that the most natural implementation of such surface structure is as a 
process, not a bu$er-an object that performs a series of actions, but whose internal structure 
is not accessible or modifiable from outside it. 
Enumeration and association. After control by the surface structure description of the text, 
the other concept the virtual machine must support is a capability for enumerating the 
components (“sub” r-specs) of the realization specification as dictated by its recursive 
decomposition by the process of realization. The enumeration-the sequential stream of 
r-specs being realized one after the other-defines the timing and “chunk size” of the transition 
from the speaker’s conceptual vocabulary used for planning what they want to say and their 
linguistic vocabulary manifest in the surface structure procedures. R-spec’s in the enumeration 
stream pass out of it by being realized, i.e. by causing the initiation of the surface structure 
process that the decision-procedure associated with them has selected. 
Unlike the surface structure processes which are defined once and for all by the grammar 
and can thus be precomputed, enumeration cannot be implemented by a fixed process since 
each realization specification is specific to the speaking situation that motivated it and these 
situations constitute an unbounded set. However, the set of components from which r-specs 
can be composed is assumed to be fixed (at least over the short term), thus the associations 
between the individual components and the surface structures that can realize them does 
constitute a bounded set and could be manifested by a set of precomputed processes just like 
the surface structures. The enumeration would then be the output of a continuous function 
(here undefined) whose inputs would be the current situation and some (also here undefined) 
“urge to speak”. 
Coordinating the two. A critical requirement on the virtual machine is that it supports the 
gating of the enumeration and realization process by the surface structure processes. R-specs 
embedded within the selected surface structure are not realized until the traversal reaches the 
point where they appear, and the output of the realization, the new “sub” surface structure, is 
traversed immediately afterwards. The two processes must therefore be running in close 
coordination, with the timing of successive realizations dependent on the (virtual) text position 
reached by the active surface structure processes. The least assuming way to support this 
coordination is to have the surface structures yncronously control the enumeration; asyn- 
cronous coordination would not violate any of the design criteria of the generator, but would 
add a requirement for something like a buffer of pending r-specs tagged by the point in the 
surface structure at which they were to appear, which would not otherwise be required. 
+What a specification language must provide is a clearly defined set of primitive operations and a calculus for their 
combination from which the meaning of any expression in the specification can be unambiguously and exactly determined. 
Any well-constructed computer programming language could play this role; though one would rarely want to accept the 
primitives that the programming language supplied as the primitives of any proposed psychological process. An “extended 
language” defined in terms of the original programming language could serve this process however, with the original 
language serving as a concrete instance of an implementation of specifications written in the extended language. 
The LISP program presently instantiating the generator can in this sense serve as one definition of the virtual machine 
the generator requires. since it consists first of the definition (in LISP) of an extended language in which to define a 
grammar and pragmatic decision procedures, and then a specific set of primitives by which to interpret them. The program 
is quite cleanly written in terms of typed objects and a few compact algorithms. and is available to interested investigators 
for inspection and application. The LISP dialect used is Lispmachine lisp. 
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0 The instantiation and execution of surface structure processes, 
0 The enumeration of the realization specification (i.e. its conversion from a hierarchical 
network to a sequential stream), and 
0 Coordination between these two, with the timing of the enumeration and realization 
dictated by the “position” that the surface structure processes had reached. 
In order to run in real time, the processes maintained by the virtual machine must be 
precomputed, since the time required to construct hem from primitives would be a polynomial 
function of the size of the constituents in the text (see [29]). This implies that the underlying 
physical machine (e.g. the human brain) must be able to contain latent processes in the 
hundreds of thousands if not the tens of millions. A sobering thought perhaps, but one which 
researchers in vision have become quite comfortable with[l7], and which should not daunt us. 
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